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ABSTRACT

The Best Aircraft Turbulence (BAT) probe is used by multiple research groups worldwide. To promote an

accurate interpretation of the data obtained from the probe’s unusual nine-port design, a detailed un-

derstanding of the BAT probe’s function along with a characterization and minimization of its systematic

anomalies is necessary. This paper describes recent tests to enhance understanding of the probe’s behavior.

The tests completed in theWright BrothersWind Tunnel at theMassachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)

built on earlier findings at PurdueUniversity. Overall the true-vertical wind relative to the probewas found to

have a systematic anomaly of about 10%–15%, an acceptable value borne out by considerable field experi-

ence and further reducible by modeling and removing. However, significant departure from theoretical be-

havior was found, making detailed generalization to other BAT probes still inadvisable. Based on these

discoveries, recommendations are made for further experiments to explain the anomalous behavior, reduce

the systematic anomaly, and generalize the characterizations.

1. Introduction

The Best Aircraft Turbulence (BAT) probe was

developed explicitly for environmental research from

small aircraft (Crawford and Dobosy 1992, hereafter

CD92). The pressure distribution over a sphere had

been found among multiple alternatives to be the most

effective measure of flow relative to an airplane

(Brown et al. 1983). Major research centers developed

airborne systems capable of accurate turbulence

measurements (Lenschow 1986; MacPherson et al.

1992; LeMone et al. 2003), but these required large

aircraft and expensive instruments. The BAT probe’s

innovation was to use the newly available small pres-

sure sensors and accelerometers along with the global

positioning system (Crawford and Dobosy 1997). This

allowed motion of the wind relative to the probe

and of the probe relative to earth to be measured all in

one small package. The result was lightweight, in-

expensive, self-contained, and undemanding of power.

With the BAT probe it became possible for a small

research organization to make airborne turbulence

measurements.
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Asecond generation of the BATprobewas developed

in collaboration with Airborne Research Australia

(Hacker and Crawford 1999). Three of these probes

were fitted to a slow-flying, high-altitude airplane used

to investigate turbulence-induced refraction of electro-

magnetic waves, radio and visible, in the upper tropo-

sphere (Wroblewski et al. 2007).

Around 1998, Initiative Industriali Italiane applied

the BAT probe to a small (650 kg) single-engine two-

place airplane of their manufacture to provide the

commercially available Sky Arrow 650 environmental

research airplane (ERA). A Sky Arrow of this type was

acquired by San Diego State University for their work

in Alaska (Zulueta et al. 2011). Groups in Italy, Sweden,

and the Netherlands use the airplane (Gioli et al. 2004,

2006; Vellinga et al. 2010), as does the University of

Alabama (Hall et al. 2006; Kirby et al. 2008). Other

groups have independently developed similar systems

(Neininger et al. 2001; Bange et al. 2007; van den

Kroonenberg et al. 2008; Beswick et al. 2008; Avissar

et al. 2009).

Such instruments may receive limited wind tunnel

testing during their development (e.g., CD92), but rarely

in a fully adequate wind tunnel. An exception is van den

Kroonenberg et al. (2008), but they use a different de-

sign. The work at Purdue University (Garman et al.

2006) provided the BAT probe’s first real test. This test

revealed asymmetry in the derived angle of attack that

was not evident in the angle of sideslip. The only ob-

served source of asymmetry was the fast ultrasensitive

temperature sensor (FUST), described by French et al.

(2001). A small downward-protruding obstruction, it

was 908 in angular separation from the central port.

Nevertheless, this small asymmetry evidently caused

important departure from ideal behavior. Based on this

discovery, Garman et al. (2006) recommended wind

tunnel testing for each individual probe.

Because of the logistical difficulty of accessing an

appropriate wind tunnel, however, most turbulence

probes are calibrated only in flight (Lenschow 1986;

Bögel and Baumann 1991; Kalogiros and Wang 2002).

Such in-flight calibrations account adequately for de-

partures from ideal behavior as is evident in the match

between airborne and tower-mounted flux measure-

ments (Crawford et al. 1996b; Crawford and Dobosy

2004; Kirby et al. 2008; Zulueta et al. 2011; Vellinga

et al. 2013). The critical advantage of a wind tunnel is

the full control over both airspeed and incidence angle

on the probe. In flight, generating lift distorts the flow

(Crawford et al. 1996a; Garman et al. 2008) and ties the

incidence angle to the airspeed.

In this paper we describe wind tunnel tests on a BAT

probe, resulting from a collaboration between National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)/

ATDD and theAndersonGroup at HarvardUniversity.

The Anderson Group has developed a sophisticated gas

analyzer of atmospheric CO2, H2O, CH4, and their iso-

topologues using integrated cavity output spectroscopy

(ICOS; Sayres et al. 2009; Witinski et al. 2011). This

instrument is small enough to fly on a light twin-engine

airplane and has a sample rate sufficient for eddy cor-

relation, at least for the most common isotopologues.

Paired with the BAT probe, the system can measure the

fluxes of trace gases to assess, among other things,

changes in Arctic sources of CH4.

Tests were recently run at the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology (MIT) in the Wright Brothers Wind

Tunnel (WBWT), an aeronautical tunnel of sufficient

size and power to enable full-speed tests of the BAT

probe over a full matrix of incident angles (see Fig. 1).

These tests extend the work of Garman et al. (2006) and

address remaining questions as to the functioning of the

BAT probe, while at the same time characterizing in

detail the particular probe to be used in the upcoming

Arctic flux missions.

2. BAT probe description

The BAT probe (Fig. 2) consists of a 155-mm hemi-

sphere with ports arranged to measure the pressure

distribution over its surface. It protrudes into relatively

undisturbed air forward of the airplane to measure the

flow speed and direction incident on its sensor head.

This vector plus the probe’s velocity over the ground,

supplied by global positioning and inertial navigation sys-

tems (GPS/INS), yields wind and turbulence relative to the

earth. Covariance with high-sample-rate measurements of

FIG. 1. BATprobe inWrightBrothersWindTunnel. TheHarvard

ICOS gas analyzers’ three plastic inlet tubes (13-mm diameter, two

visible) extend 70 mm radially from the lower quadrant 250 mm

behind the probe’s head.
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trace gases and temperature yields turbulent fluxes (e.g.,

Crawford et al. 1996b).

All pressure sensors are micromachined silicon and fit

within the probe’s head minimizing the length of their

lines. The hemisphere mates to a cylinder 222.2 mm

long, followed by a taper to 82.6 mm in diameter to

couple to a boom protruding from the airplane’s nose.

The head of the probe is machined from 6061-T6 alu-

minum. The probe’s central port p0 is 7.94 mm in di-

ameter. Eight additional ports, 1.02 mm in diameter, are

equally distributed around the circumference of a circle

separated from p0 by 458. Four ports pr1. . .r4 link to

a common junction through flexible silicone plastic

tubes of 1.59-mm diameter and 96-6 1.6-mm length. By

Hagen–Poiseuille theory the pressure at this junction is

the average of the pressures at the four ports pr. This

absolute reference is roughly the static (i.e., ambient)

pressure.

The incident flow’s dynamic pressure q is determined

from the pressure difference dxp, essentially a Pitot-

static system. A weak bypass flow in port p0, originally

intended to ventilate a high-rate temperature sensor,

reduces dxp by about 2% (CD92). The difference is

treated by calibration (section 7). The incident flow’s

direction is given by an angle of attack a and an angle of

sideslip b. These angles, optimized for high-accuracy

environmental wind measurement rather than flight

dynamics, do not conform to ISO-1151 (International

Organization for Standardization 1988; see Fig. 5). The

angle of attack a comes from dzp, defined in Fig. 2 and

section 4. The angle of sideslip b comes from dyp.

Drawing on the observations of Garman et al. (2006),

the FUST probe is mounted 100 mm behind the hemi-

sphere. This BAT probe also has a fast-flow port con-

taining amicrobead thermistor for use absent the FUST.

This port feeds a cylindrical conduit 6.35 mm in di-

ameter inclined at an angle of 278 to the horizontal, and

308 to the long axis of the probe (Fig. 2). Although this

port may appear from the figure to affect the pressure at

port p4, hence dzp, there was little distortion evident in

the field of dzp (section 6a).

3. Wright Brothers Wind Tunnel description

TheWBWT is ideal for a test of the BAT probe. It has

a closed-return, continuous flowwith a test section 4.5 m

long having elliptical cross section with axes 3 and

2.25 m. Its flow speed can exceed the planned flight

speed of 62 m s21 avoiding uncertainty because of the

limited test-section area (CD92) or slower flow than in

actual flight (Garman et al. 2006).

The standard mount for test objects in theWBWT has

a range of6208 in pitch angle u and6108 in yaw angle c

(Fig. 3). Yaw and pitch can be adjusted remotely without

halting the flow. Pressures and temperature were col-

lected from the wind tunnel at 2 s21, and from the BAT

probe at 50 s21.

The BAT probe is specified to report a and b to higher

precision than available from the normal c and u mea-

surements at the WBWT, requiring supplemental in-

struments. To determine c we measured distance Y of

Fig. 3 using a laser rangefinder (Leica Disto) mounted

on the sidewall of the test section. This measurement

was manually read at each new c setting. A Spi-Tronic

Pro 3600 digital level mounted on the aft end of the

probe’s boom reported u via an RS-232 serial interface

at 2 s21. Its uncertainty is 0.018 between 6108 and 0.18
otherwise.

Figure 4 (Covert 2004) shows the flow-direction

anomalies in the clean tunnel looking downstream at

a cross section near the center of rotation. (Figs. 3 and 5).

The wind speed is 46.5 m s21. The dynamic pressure

anomalies, also presented by Covert (2004), are within

1%, considered negligible (see section 7).

4. Mathematical background

TheBAT probe determines the direction and speed of

the incident flow from the distribution of pressure

FIG. 2. BAT probe schematic. Pressure ports p1. . .4 determine the

direction and speed of the incoming airflow with p0 providing,

roughly, the Pitot (total) pressure. The average pressure pr over

pr1. . .r4 provides the absolute reference, roughly the static (ambi-

ent) pressure (see text and section 4). The square about p0 depicts

the range of incident flow directions used in the wind tunnel tests.

In flight, the stagnation point falls within this area.
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produced over its hemispherical head. Hence processing

of its measurements assumed a spherical geometry.

Noting the probe’s actual shape, however, a reviewer of

this paper mentioned work with hemisphere-cylinder

(H-C) heads. As long as the stagnation point remains

within 6158 of the central port the pressure pattern

closely matches that over a sphere apart from a param-

eter adjustment (Traub and Rediniotis 2003). In flow

at ambient pressure p and dynamic pressure q at angle

z from the stagnation point:

pz 5 p1 q(12 kp sin
2z) . (1)

For a sphere kp 5 9/4. For a H-C kp 5 2.07, determined

empirically. The pattern also applies to fully turbulent

flow out to about 608 from the stagnation point. In co-

ordinated flight the stagnation point remains within

6108, and the most remote port does not exceed 558
from the stagnation point even in strong turbulence.

To facilitate calculation of a and b, use quantities Ea

and Eb, which approximate a and b when these angles

are small:

Ea 5Ka

dzp

q+
,

Eb 5Kb

dyp

q+
, (2)

with dyp and dzp defined in Fig. 2. The q+ is nominally

the dynamic pressure q. Its actual value depends on the

processing scheme.

Two processing schemes are relevant to comput-

ing a and b, and if not already known, q. The ‘‘BAT’’

scheme of Eckman (1999) explicitly uses measurements

made on the BAT probe, setting q+ 5 dxp in (2). The

‘‘low resolution’’ scheme of Rosemount, described by

J. A. Leise and J. M. Masters (1993, unpublished manu-

script), obtains q independently of the probe, usually

from the airplane’s Pitot-static system, and sets q+5 q

directly. Both schemes also provide the ambient

pressure p and (beyond this paper’s scope) the ambient

temperature T.

FIG. 3. Schematic of measurement and control of (left) pitch u and (right) yaw c in theMIT wind tunnel. Note that

both c and u are positive clockwise. With the probe level, the laser precisely measures Y from which the angle j is

found. Adding the appropriate offset yields c. An electronic level directly measures u.

FIG. 4. Cross section of flow-direction anomalies looking

downstream in the clean WBWT. The scale, given in the lower-

left corner, is greatly amplified for clarity. The vertical (hori-

zontal) component is a (b). The central square depicts the range

of BAT probe positions. Within this range, the maximum

anomaly is 18.
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The BAT scheme’s use of q+ 5 dxp makes Ka and Kb

specific to the anglefr fromeachdiagonal portpr1. . .r4 top0.

This is seen in Fig. 2 where dxp depends on pr. On theBAT

probe, fr is 458. The low-resolution scheme making no

use of dxp does not require the additional four ports pr1. . .r4.

The BAT scheme’s Ka and Kb are independent of kp.

Because of (1), kp is a common factor in all of dxp, dyp,

and dzp and divides out of (2). The low-resolution

scheme, not deriving q from dxp, hasKa andKb inversely

proportional to kp.

Computation of b and a by either scheme proceeds:

S tanb5 2Eb ,

S tana5 2Ea ,

S5 11
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
11Kr(E

2
b1E2

a)
q

. (3)

Table 1 gives Ka, Kb, q+, and Kr for the two schemes.1

Knowing a and b, one can compute q (BAT scheme)

and p. For the BAT scheme (with fr 5 458), the ex-

pression for q is

q5
4dxp

kp

�
11 tan2b1 tan2a

22 tan2b2 tan2a

�
. (4)

In the low-resolution scheme, q is an input parameter.

The ambient pressure is given by:

p5 pr 1
q

4

�
kp

21 tan2b1 tan2a

11 tan2b1 tan2a
1 4(12 kp)

�
. (5)

In head-on flow to a sphere, when (a, b) 5 (0, 0), pr is

theoretically equal to ambient pressure givenfr5 41.818.
The BAT probe, however, uses fr 5 458 based on early

wind tunnel tests (CD92). Interestingly, for a H-C the

corresponding value is fr 5 44.08.

5. Calibration standards: Flow speed and incidence
angles

In the wind tunnel’s coordinates, (x, y, z) of Fig. 5, the

flow is represented as V 5 [2U, 0, 0] with the speed

U known independent of the BAT probe. Viewed from

the probe in (x̂, ŷ, ẑ) coordinates, V has three nonzero

components (Aî1Bĵ1Ck̂)U, where A, B, and C are

functions of the c and u at which the mount is set. The

two coordinate systems’ difference in origin is in-

consequential since the probe’s head never leaves the

region of uniform flow, apart from the irregularities

shown in Fig. 4. The true angles of incidence, set b and

set a (Fig. 5, lower), can be known independent of the

probe’s measurements through c and u using relations

FIG. 5. (top) Schematic of Cartesian coordinates for the wind

tunnel (unadorned) and the probe (hat). Attitude angles c and u

are set as azimuth and elevation (spherical polar coordinates)

on the wind tunnel’s mount, but are also yaw and pitch if roll re-

mains zero. (bottom) Incidence angles b and a, positive as de-

picted. These are objects in the probe’s rectangular Cartesian

coordinates, directly related to the ĵ and k̂ components of the incident

flow; see (12). These conventions of airborne environmental-wind

measurement notably do not match ISO-1151 (International Orga-

nization for Standardization 1988).

TABLE 1. Parameters and coefficients given by theory for BAT and

low-resolution schemes.

Parameter BAT (fr 5 458) Low resolution (fr irrelevant)

Ka, Kb 0.250 0.242

q+ dxp q

Kr 2 24

1 For the ‘‘BAT’’ schemewith theBATprobe’s port configuration,

Eckman’s implied Kb,Ka are both 0.125, half the Kb, Ka of Table 1.

Thus, his (Hy, Hz) 5 0.5(Eb, Ea) hence his larger constants in (3).
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given by J. A. Leise and J.M.Masters (1993, unpublished

manuscript). They use Cartesian coordinates rather than

the less elegant polar coordinate form of CD92. The re-

sulting relations are gratifyingly simple:

b52c ,

tana5
tanu

cosc
, (6)

but applying them requires alignment.

By (6), the true zeros of c and u correspond to the

probe’s reported zeros of b and a, hence to the zeros of

dyp and dzp. Precise alignment between probe and flow

especially in c required a differential technique. First,

the probe was carefully leveled in both pitch and roll by

electronic level. Since the mount allowed no roll the

dyp-ports remained horizontal throughout the run. A

preliminary alignment for c was set approximately by

eye and measured precisely by laser rangefinder to es-

tablish the azimuthal reference point. The test then filled

a 25-point matrix from nominally2108 to1108 in 58 steps
for each of u and c in three wind speed classes: slow, me-

dium, and fast: (36, 51, and 61 m s21, respectively) (Fig. 6).

The slow class applies to the SkyArrow, themedium toour

original implementation (CD92), and the fast to the cur-

rent Harvard collaboration. At least 30 s were taken at

each setting. The electronic level reported u relative to

horizontal at 2 s21 while we measured the relative c by

laser at each new setting. The offset between the pre-

liminary (raw) settings and the true set values bS and aS

was determined in postprocessing (slow, medium, fast):

bs 5braw2 (0:838, 0:428, 1:038) and

as 5araw 2 (0:438, 0:198, 0:648) .

An analogous situation exists in flight, whereGPS/INS is

rarely aligned exactly with the flowstream.

6. Results

Figures 7–9 are contour plots over the range of in-

cidence angles tested. They map onto the small gray

square on the face of the probe in Fig. 2 with the central

port at (0, 0) of aS and bS. The square is not centered on

p0 because of the offsets, especially in bS. The small

crosses of Figs. 7–9 mark the 25 set angles (bS, aS) at

which the data were taken. The inverted sign convention

follows (12) and Fig. 5 bottom panel.

The large cross marks the center of ‘‘mass’’ of the

rectangular subregion centered on (0, 0) and delineated

by the range of the dots. The dots along each line mark

the centers of ‘‘mass’’ along slices taken perpendicular

to that line. ‘‘Mass’’ density is defined as the local value

FIG. 6. Time series of set pitch angle u (black curve) and set yaw

angle c (gray shading) over the course of the wind tunnel test. At

least 30 s were taken at each of the 75 pitch-angle settings.

FIG. 7. Anomolies of (top) dyp and (bottom) dzp, expressed as

equivalent a and b (degrees) at the fast speed. Small crosses mark

the data points. Port p0 is at (0, 0). See Figs. 2 and 5 and text for

details.
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of the plotted quantity minus the overall algebraic

minimum value over the analyzed subregion. The min-

imum mass density is thus always zero. These figures’

sides will be identified as starboard and port, not right

and left, because work with these probes, as with air-

craft, requires addressing unambiguously the same

physical locations looking both forward and aftward.

These plots represent aftward views, hence port is to the

right, the reverse of the usual mnemonic association.

Different meanings of the word ‘‘port’’ (port side versus

pressure port) will be made clear by context.FIG. 8. Isobars (hPa) of (top) temperature-independent p0,

(middle) pr , and (bottom) dxp at the fast speed. See text for details

and Fig. 2 for definitions.

FIG. 9. (top)Discrepancy (hPa) between temperature-independent

forms of dynamic pressure q estimated by (4) and q measured by

the wind tunnel for the fast speed. (bottom) As in (top), but using

dxp instead of (4) to estimate q.
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During the 3-h run, the temperature increased from

188 to 428C. The static pressure in the wind tunnel re-

mained constant with rising temperature but changed

with speed class. With constant pressure and flow speed

but rising temperature, dynamic pressure decreases.

Significant warming occurred over the hour needed to

complete the 25-point pattern depicted in Figs. 7–9, the

lowest temperature being associated with the central data

point and the highest with the figures’ upper-right (i.e.,

port side) corner. This follows the protocol of the previous

section (Fig. 6). The warming requires quantities de-

pendent on q to be plotted in temperature-independent

forms to avoid warping the figures. Affected are p0, pr,

dxp, dyp, dzp, and the WBWT’s q. Quantities pro-

portional to q can be treated for each speed class anal-

ogously to the quantity qTi:

qTi5
1

2

p

RT
U25 q T

T
, (7)

where T is the average temperature for the speed class.

Although pr and p0 are not proportional to q, (7) does

apply to pr 2 p by (5), using the WBWT’s mean p for

each speed class. Then, p0 5 pr 1 dxp.

a. Patterns of directly measured fields

Of the directly measured quantities, the most regular

and symmetrical are the pressure differences dyp and

dzp. Figure 7 shows the pattern of their departure from

bS and aS after conversion to equivalent b and a, re-

spectively, through the low-resolution form of (3) with q

taken from theWBWT. Theywere visually optimized by

adjusting Kb and Ka as in section 7. At the fast speed,

0.28 represents an anomaly of 0.2 m s21. Ideally, the

patterns are flat. A few weak anomalies appear away

from the center, more so in the lateral (dyp) than the

vertical.

The pressure p0 (Fig. 8, top) is the sum of two direct

measurements, pr and dxp. The overall pattern is sym-

metrical about the zeros of bS and aS although some

asymmetry appears on the port side.

The absolute reference pressure pr in Fig. 8 middle

also shows symmetry with some departure to port. The

differential dxp in Fig. 8 bottom panel has a more com-

plex pattern, clearly asymmetrical on the far port side

but of low relief. The maximum dxp is at the port edge of

themeasured array at bS52108 and aS5 08. Recall that

the port edge of the pattern is farther from the central

pressure port (larger jbj) than the starboard edge.

Although both pr and dxp are direct measurements,

they measure a weighted resultant of multiple physical

inputs. These include the tube network interconnecting

the four reference ports, the large central port, the small

bypass (slow-flow port) in the central port’s cavity, and

the fast-flow port. Originally, the tubing networkwas the

suspected source of the anomaly. This network, how-

ever, was found to have insignificant influence if prop-

erly installed and maintained (R. J. Dobosy et al. 2012,

unpublished manuscript). Partial account for the re-

maining anomalies in pr and dxp relative to the theory of

section 4 is given in section 7.

b. Derived quantities p and q

Despite the insensitivity of dxp to a and b, the ambient

absolute pressure p appears best represented by the

theoretical expression (5) by virtue of the pattern’s be-

ing closer to flat. The patterns are not displayed because

the noise in the wind tunnel’s reported static pressure

[615 hPa (1000 hPa)21] was sufficient to obliterate any

actual variations in ambient pressure with which to test

the probe’s p. The wind tunnel did report significant

static-pressure change with speed class, however. The

p reported by the BAT probe was therefore compared

with the mean static pressure reported by the wind

tunnel for each speed class revealing a;6-hPa offset the

source of which has not yet been found. This 0.6% offset

is considered negligible (see Table 2).

The low relief of dxp becomes obvious, however, in the

departure of dynamic pressure computed using (4) from

that given by the wind tunnel. Figure 9 top panel, which

should be flat, shows a strong pattern of discrepancy.

The dxp by itself yields much closer match. In Fig. 9

bottom panel, the anomaly varies about 60 Pa over most

of the pattern. The upper figure shows anomalies near

100 Pa over the same region. Similar results are also

found for the other speed classes.

For reasons currently unknown, this BAT probe be-

haves with regard to q more like a normal Pitot-static

system than the theory predicts. Thus, dynamic pressure

q is better represented by dxp itself with no adjustment

for incident-flow angle. Nevertheless, the pattern of

mean dxp displays significant departure from flat. Its

value is smallest at the four corners of the pattern,

qualitatively following theory.

7. Optimizations departing from strict theory

Accepting dxp as q makes the low-resolution scheme

of Rosemount applicable since q is then known in-

dependent of a and b. Furthermore, a and b can be

optimized by adjusting Ka and Kb. Likewise, one can

provide for optimization of q by defining q 5 �qdxp,

where �q5 16 � and 0, �� 1. Special maneuvers to do

this in flight are standard operational practice (Lenschow

1970; Bögel and Baumann 1991; Kalogiros and Wang

2002; Vellinga et al. 2013).
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In a wind tunnel, such optimizations are more effec-

tive. Wind tunnel flow is free of flight-related flow dis-

tortions, especially upwash, and can cover the full range

of speed and incidence direction unlimited by flight re-

quirements. Clean-tunnel flow distortion in the WBWT

was taken from measurements presented by Covert

(2004). Direction distortion, interpolated over the square

in Fig. 4 was accounted by adjusting aS and bS to improve

the accuracy of these references. The speed distortion

was within 1%, considered small relative to the anomalies

in Table 2. The BAT probe’s presence blocked less than

3% of the cross section, hence producing no sidewall

effects or other distortions beyond those we sought to

measure (e.g., Traub and Rediniotis 2003).

The optimum Ka was 0.21, 0.21, and 0.22 for the fast-,

medium-, and slow-speed classes respectively. The cor-

responding optimumKbwas 0.225, 0.23, and 0.23. The �q
was 0.99, 1.0, and 0.985.

a. Characteristics of derived a and b

The dzp and dyp from which the incidence angles a

and b are derived have remarkably regular patterns with

changing attitude in the tests. The pattern of q, however,

introduces some irregularity. In the corners, the re-

ported incidence angles are larger than the true angles

because of the tendency of reported dxp to depart from q

toward its theoretical pattern, as noted previously. In fact,

through the maximum of dxp along the port edge, the

pure, nonoptimized, theoretical BAT scheme produces

an excellent match between the derived a and set aS.

b. Mix of BAT and low-resolution schemes

The b reported by the BAT probe using the BAT-

scheme version of (2) and (3) with optimizedKa andKb

varies by no more than 60.18 with changes in aS at

constant bS. The probe’s reported a, however, varies by

as much as 3 times that much with changes in bS at

constant aS. Using the low-resolution scheme with ap-

propriately optimized Ka and Kb produces the reverse.

A mix of the two schemes—b by BAT scheme and a by

low-resolution scheme—appears to produce better ac-

curacy than either scheme alone. Further analysis in this

paper uses this mixed scheme.

8. Anomaly estimates

Eddy covariance for the vertical flux of scalars com-

bines measurements of both concentration and vertical

wind. The concentration is measured by such instruments

as the ICOS gas analyzer noted in the introduction. The

vertical wind is determined from the airflow relative to

a wind sensor (e.g., BATprobe) and that sensor’smotion,

given by GPS/INS, relative to the earth. The focus of this

paper, the wind probe, measures the incidence angles, a

and b, and the dynamic pressure q. Anomalies relative to

the theory have been identified, primarily in the mea-

surements of pr and dxp. These vary with flow speed and

incidence angle.

This test deals with mean equilibrium behavior. A

dynamic-response test of the BAT probe and its in-

struments would require a measurable artificially gen-

erated disturbance in the incident flow or in the probe’s

orientation to it, a resource unavailable in this study.

a. Systematic anomalies

The measured mean anomalies in pr, dxp, dyp, and dzp

represent small adjustments to the theory for the actual

probe tested. These were propagated as deterministic lin-

ear perturbations on the theoretical equations to estimate

the resultant anomaly in the derived velocity components

ŵa, ûa, and ultimately w itself. This provides a measure of

the systematic error incurred using the optimized parame-

ter values of section 7 without further adjustment, much as

would be doneusing in-flight calibration only.Wind tunnel–

related uncertainty in the anomaly estimates for ŵa and ûa
was estimated by bootstrap resampling, described later.

We start with the Mach number M, which is approx-

imated within O[(q/p)2] ’ 0.04% by

M25
2

g

q

p
, (8)

where g 5 1.4 is the ratio of the specific heat at constant

pressure to the specific heat at constant volume. From

anomalies p0 and q0, the resultant anomaly M0 in the

Mach number is estimated:

M2

�
11

M0

M

�2

5
2

g

q

p

�
11

q0

q

��
12

p0

p

�
. (9)

Since these estimates involve measured systematic

anomalies, the sign in the last factor of (9) is significant.

FromM and ambient temperature T, we obtain the true

TABLE 2. Range of the BAT probe’s systematic anomalies with

flow speed and direction over the three speed classes and 25 set

points of the wind tunnel test.

Parameter

Fast: 61 m s21

(min, max)

%

Medium: 51

(min, max)

%

Slow: 36

(min, max)

%

a (215, 8) (217, 6) (212, 11)

b (22, 14) (22, 7) (23, 12)

q as dxp (24, 2) (27, 3) (22, 2)

p (0.5, 0.7) (0.6, 0.7) (0.5, 0.6)

ûa (22, 1) (22, 1) (21, 1)

ŵa (28, 15) (26, 16) (211, 12)
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airspeed U, the magnitude of the flow relative to the

probe:

U5M(gRT)1/2 . (10)

With anomaly T 0 determine U0 by

U

�
11

U 0

U

�
5M(gRT)1/2

�
11

M0

M

��
11

T 0

T

�1/2

. (11)

The airspeedU is distributed over the probe coordinates’

‘‘horizontal’’ and ‘‘vertical’’ components, ûa, ŷa, and ŵa as

0
BBBBB@

ûa

ŷa

ŵa

1
CCCCCA5

U

D

0
BB@

21

tanb

tana

1
CCA ,

D5 (11 tan2b1 tan2a)1/2 . (12)

The cross component bya is not considered further. It has

no effect on ŵa if roll is zero, as in the current study.

With anomalies a0 and b0, determine the denominator’s

anomaly D0 from

D

�
12

D0

D

�
5 (11 tan2b1 tan2a)1/2

3 (12b0 tanb2a0 tana) , (13)

leading to û0a and ŵ0
a through

ûa

0
@11

û0a
ûa

1
A5

2U

D

�
11

U 0

U

��
12

D0

D

�
,

ŵa

0
@11

ŵ0
a

ŵa

1
A52ûa tana

0
@11

û0a
ûa

1
A�

11
a0

tana

�
. (14)

The WBWT measurements populate all foregoing

anomaly terms. The wind relative to the probe has its

earth-coordinate vertical component wa given by

wa5 ŵa cosu1 ûa sinu , (15)

where u is the pitch angle. Roll is zero in these tests. The

corresponding anomaly estimate, ignoring anomaly in u, is

wa

�
11

w0
a

wa

�
5 ŵa

0
@11

ŵ0
a

ŵa

1
A cosu1 ûa

0
@11

û0a
ûa

1
A sinu .

(16)

Anomaly in u is beyond the scope of the wind tunnel

test, but for completeness we note its specified magni-

tude by high-quality GPS/INS to be within 0.18. ForU5
57 m s21 and u , 108, that translates to 0.1 m s21.

b. Statistical significance of systematic-anomaly field

Uncertainty in the measured systematic anomalies for

q, a, and b might arise in a wind tunnel from several

sources. For q there might be disparate measurement

locations, different sample rates, dys-synchrony of mea-

surements, long-term transients in the flowstream, and

uncertainty in the BAT probe’s orientation. The dy-

namic pressure in the wind tunnel was measured by

a Pitot-static system located in the free stream near the

roof at the immediate entrance to the test section. The

BAT probe’s q was measured in the center of the wind

tunnel’s cross section about 1 m into the test section.

The;1.5-m separation ofmeasurement sites was judged

to have minimal effect. The wind tunnel’s design mini-

mizes coherent spatial structures in the flow that might

affect the two displaced sensors differently, with a pos-

sible exception noted in the next paragraph.

For anomalies of a and b the probe’s orientation is the

main source of uncertainty. The mount was sufficiently

firm to eliminate any shifts of the probe’s orientation. It

was remotely controlled from outside the wind tunnel so

that the flow was not interrupted between settings. Its

rigidity maintained the yaw position during changes in

pitch. Laser measurements at each new yaw setting,

however, required opening a door to the outer pressure

vessel enclosing the test section. Although the tunnel

was not pressurized, small pressure differences gener-

ated a signal in both the BAT probe’s and wind tunnel’s

sensors of q. The discrepancy between the two sensors’

reports was unusually large during such events, and the

data were not used. We speculate that a coherent dis-

turbance was generated that affected the two sensors

differently.

The static pressure is measured at four taps around

the test section’s elliptical perimeter (vertical plane)

approximately coplanar with the mount at about 1.5 m

into the test section. The signal is known to be noisy,

but it is less than 2% relative to the mean. As discussed

in section 6b, the probe’s anomaly was uncertain, but

small.

At each of the 75 set orientations of the probe, data

were taken for at least 30 s. The BAT probe samples at

50 s21, while the wind tunnel samples at 2 s21, which

constitutes at least 60 samples from the wind tunnel and

1500 samples from the BAT probe. These signals’ fre-

quency bands are matched using a low-pass four-pole

Butterworth filter having a half-power point at 0.5 Hz.
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This is below the Nyquist frequencies of the wind tunnel

and the BAT probe by factors of 2 and 50, respectively.

The filter is applied forward and backward to cancel the

phase shift.

The samples’ autocorrelation is estimated from the

wind tunnel’s time series of q, a measure of the regu-

larity of the incoming flow. Since q depends on temper-

ature, we used the qTi from (7), filtered as described

above. The autocorrelation coefficient for qTi has a pre-

cipitous drop evident for the fast-speed class in Fig. 10.

The center spike characterized the other two speed classes

as well, but residual correlation remained after the drop,

probably due to adjustments, starts, and stops made

within the lower-speed classes. These produced slight step

changes in speed, but not during the actual 30-s data runs.

A time scale was derived by integrating the correlation

out to 60 s of lag, by which time the integral had mostly

flattened. It was less than 2.5 s for the fast speed. We es-

timate, therefore, 12 degrees of freedom in each sample.

Bootstrap resampling was used to provide confidence

limits on anomaly estimates a0, b0, q0, û0a, and ŵ0
a for each

attitude and speed setting. The autocorrelation, which

reduces the degrees of freedom, was accounted by

‘‘moving block’’ bootstrap resampling (Wilks 1997;

Efron and Tibshirani 1998).

Themoving-blockmethod collects not single data, but

contiguous blocks of sufficient length, in this case 2.5 s

(125 samples), that their means are uncorrelated. For

convenience the wind tunnel’s data were interpolated to

50 s21. Blocks were then drawn from the set of 1500 or

more (autocorrelated) data at each setting with re-

placement and with any amount of overlap. These

blocks, whose means are uncorrelated because of their

random selection, were laid end to end without overlap

thus preserving the original autocorrelation. Sufficient

blocks were used to form a new sample of approximately

the same total length as the original. As with ordinary

bootstrap resampling, some of these drawings will cover

the original series evenly, while others will favor one

part of the original series over other parts. The 95%

confidence intervals for the mean anomaly were derived

from 1000 such drawings using the percentile method.

The range of individual systematic-anomaly compo-

nents’ estimates out to the 95% confidence limits is

given in Table 2. Because of the singularity in (14), the

systematic anomaly at a 5 0 is taken to be zero. This is

justified in theory by (2) and (3) although dzp in Fig. 7

varies slightly with c (or bS) for u5 0, and dyp with u for

c 5 0. Such discrepancies are within the uncertainty of

the measurements, but intolerable in the vicinity of the

singularity. The anomaly range for p is computed rela-

tive to the wind tunnel’s mean static pressure for each

speed class.

The confidence estimates also provide a significance

test for the derived patterns of û0a and ŵ0
a. By null hy-

pothesis, the systematic anomalies û0a and ŵ0
a are con-

stant over all a and b. The 95% confidence intervals for

means of û0a and ŵ0
a at any one incidence angle a or b,

however, only sometimes include the means realized at

any other angles (Fig. 11). The systematic anomaly is

clearly a significant function of the incidence angle.

Curve fitting with respect to a and b on this particular

probe will improve the accuracy. It is also possible to

explore the contribution of these measured anomalies

to fluxes derived from a more general BAT probe’s

measurements.

c. Flux-anomaly estimate for a real case

The effect of these anomalies on fluxes can be esti-

mated by developing a time series of w0
a, the anomaly in

wa (earth coordinates) resulting from a real-world set of

fluctuating sideslip, pitch, and attack angle over a pattern

of known systematic anomaly. An expression for w0
a as

a function ofa,b, and u can be readily obtained from (16).

Time series of a, b, and u were obtained from turbu-

lence measurements in flight in the boundary layer on

18 June 2005 over Illinois, when the Sky Arrow of the

University of Alabama flew in the early morning under

light turbulence and in the midmorning in strong tur-

bulence (Kirby et al. 2008). The Sky Arrow’s airspeed,

40 m s21, falls in the slow category of this paper. Flight

altitude was 20 m AGL. This fairly typical case contains

at least 250 s of contiguous data covering 10 km of air.

The distance traveled over the ground depends on the

wind and is not important to the argument.

FIG. 10. Autocorrelation of temperature-independent dynamic

pressure qTi measued by the wind tunnel’s Pitot-static system for

the fast-speed class, 62 m s21. The integral time scale is less than

2.5 s.
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Figures 12 and 13 characterize the anomaly w0
a (earth

coordinates) resulting from the observed fluctuations of

incidence angle over the pattern of systematic anomaly

determined in the wind tunnel. The BAT probe used in

this case is not the one tested in the wind tunnel. Ad-

ditionally assumed is that the anomaly in wa is the total

anomaly in w. In fact, there are also anomalies, and

random errors, in measurement of the airplane’s motion

and attitude and of the corrections for flow distortion

(mostly upwash). The reported values of a, b, and u,

however, are accepted as a representative sample of

convective boundary layer turbulence.

The spectra of both w, taken from the Illinois dataset,

and w0
a from the current calculations, have similar

shapes. The quantities are strongly correlated, as would

be expected. The standard deviation of w0
a (determined

by integrating the spectral density) is about 5% of that

similarly determined for w. The effect on the reported

CO2 flux is a strong120% in the early morning (Fig. 13,

upper). The w0
a cospectrum is evidently correlated with

that of w. The anomaly has more effect than would ap-

pear from the figure because at this time of minimal

photosynthesis the negative and positive areas of the

w-CO2 cospectrum are partially cancelling. By mid-

morning on the same day (Fig. 13, lower) the flux over-

estimation fell to within 1%, while the ratio of standard

deviation of w remained about 5%.

9. Conclusions and recommendations

Three basic questions are addressed in this study.

(i) What are the characteristic anomalies of the BAT

probe as tested?

(ii) What design changes appear to give the most

promise of reducing these anomalies?

(iii) Can a generic anomaly characterization be made

for BAT probes?

The BAT probe of this test, with such optimizations as

are generally implemented through flight maneuvers,

exhibited an overall systematic anomaly of about 10%–

15% in the (true) vertical component of the wind rela-

tive to the probe, the component fundamental to

FIG. 11. Mean systematic anomaly (m s21) in the horizontal (ûa)

and vertical (ŵa) probe-coordinate components of wind in the

slow-speed class as a function of b for the five settings of a: dark

lines: high (108, square), middle (08, triangle D), low (2108,
no symbol). Gray lines: mid-up (58, diamond), mid-down (258,
triangle =). The 95% confidence interval is estimated by moving-

block bootstrap. See the text.

FIG. 12. Spectra of reported vertical wind (gray) and of the

anomaly (black) estimated from the fluctuation of a and b over the

BAT probe’s fixed pattern of systematic anomaly. The straight line

depicts the inertial subrange’s theoretical decrease in frequency-

weighted spectral density with the 22/3 power of the frequency.

The incidence-angle data came from a flight in strong turbulence at

1000 central standard time (UTC 2 6 h) on 18 Jun 2005 in rural

Illinois.
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boundary layer eddy correlation. Given an adequate

GPS/INS to measure the velocity of the probe over the

ground, this is quite acceptable for many purposes, as

considerable field experience has shown.

A caution is raised by the finding of significant flow

at nonzero angles of attack and sideslip through the

tubing network linking the four reference (pr) ports.

The data from our first wind tunnel visit were seriously

corrupted by a kink in one of the tubes. The asym-

metries still found in pr and dxp absent the kink, ap-

peared initially to reflect the tubes’ influence, but this

influence was found minimal. Nevertheless, a kink

would be a disaster for a BAT probe in a field expe-

dition. We emphasize the importance of checking the

tubes. They must be as close as possible to the same

length, and especially they must all have exactly the

same diameter.

Having characterized this BAT probe’s systematic

anomaly, we can make some further analysis. We ap-

plied the anomaly structure of Fig. 11 to a case drawn

from Sky Arrow flights over Illinois and found a 5%

anomaly in the standard deviation of the vertical wind

component relative to the probe both in light turbulence

of early morning and strong turbulence of late morning.

The effect on the weak early-morning CO2 flux was

a fairly sizeable 20%, which became a negligible 0.3%

with late-morning photosynthesis. Being systematic,

these anomalies, if known for a particular probe, are

amenable to modeling and correcting. The degree of

benefit can be assessed by repeating the calculations

with the corrections applied.

Drawing on the findings of Garman et al. (2006) we

placed the FUST 111 mm behind the BAT probe’s

head. With the FUST thus removed, we found no evi-

dent distortion of a, confirming their conclusion. Given

this result, we can ask if our data provide generic

characterization of BAT probes’ anomaly. Two un-

explained departures from theory militate against

this. The dynamic pressure q is better represented by

dxp alone than by (4), and a is better computed by the

low-resolution scheme while b is better computed by

the BAT scheme. It is unwise to apply these un-

explained findings to a general BAT probe, although

in-flight maneuvers may show them useful for partic-

ular systems.

In view of the expanding use of gust-probe sys-

tems for airborne measurement of turbulent fluxes, a

proven generic design of characterized—andminimized—

systematic anomaly is desirable. A review of the pressure

sensors’ characteristics, especially under vibration, is

important. Also the adequacy of 16-bit A/D conversion

and the extent of its degredation by aliasing should be

reviewed. This work is in progress. The greatest im-

provement in accuracy, however, is likely to be through

optimization of aerodynamic design. To this end we

recommend another wind tunnel test to explain the

unexpected behavior of dxp and pr. The test should

include an idealized BAT probe, aerodynamically the

cleanest possible, with all ports the same 1-mm di-

ameter and with no fast-flow port or bypass flow.

Necessary features, such as the FUST and the gas-

sampling tubes, can then be added and their influence

characterized.

This study has characterized an individual BAT probe

configured for use with the Harvard ICOS sensors of

CO2 and CH4. It also provides a new assessment of the

expected uncertainly in airborne flux measurements and

important insights to guide the design of a generic wind

tunnel test.
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FIG. 13. Cospectrum of vertical wind with CO2 (gray) from the

flight of Fig. 12, along with the cospectrum of the estimated

anomaly with the CO2 mixing ratio (black). The spurious flux im-

plied by correlation with the anomaly is120%of themeasured flux

for the early-morning case in stable air before photosynthesis had

started. By midmorning, the anomaly has dropped below 1%. The

positive sign means the systematic anomaly w0
a produces an over-

estimate of the flux’s magnitude.
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